CCC Pilots AI-disambiguated Researcher and Institution Data in RightFind Navigate

*RightFind Navigate with Semantic Search Delivers Relevant Scientific Concepts Quickly Across Diverse Data Sources, Supports Competitive Intelligence, and Accelerates Discovery*

**September 28, 2023 – Danvers, Mass.** – CCC, a leader in advancing copyright, accelerating knowledge, and powering innovation, announces the availability of AI-disambiguated data and enriched metadata, for researchers and institutions, within *RightFind Navigate* through a pilot for its customers. CCC also announces several powerful new features of the *RightFind Suite*.

Pharmaceutical and life science companies are dealing with tremendous growth in available information and an increasingly diverse range of sources that make it challenging to maintain a comprehensive and up-to-date understanding on key research advancements. RightFind Navigate’s machine-learning driven semantic enrichment and advanced personalization features help users locate the most relevant information in scientific literature, clinical trials, patents, and many other sources. This pilot expands the data intelligence already available in RightFind Navigate with the introduction of disambiguated researcher and institution profiles.

RightFind Navigate is part of the *RightFind Suite*, which provides a single integrated and scalable solution to meet the evolving needs of today’s research organizations. RightFind Navigate unifies searching across multiple licensed content sources, publicly available data, and internal proprietary content, empowering researchers to reveal connections and drive innovation. The solution provides a flexible, scalable, open ecosystem designed to maximize an organizations’ return on their content and data investments.

“Many of our RightFind customers already enjoy the benefits of semantic search and the breadth of information sources that are available in RightFind Navigate,” said Tracey Armstrong, President and CEO, CCC. “We are excited to pilot the introduction of research and institution profiles that allow users to see the web of connections between the various entities engaged in a particular research field, whether these are researchers in corporations or in academia, and with whom they are affiliated."

In 2023, CCC introduced a range of powerful new features to its RightFind Suite, including the ability for researchers and information managers to:

- Manage references when working in Microsoft PowerPoint; in addition to the reference management support for Microsoft Word
- Insert citations in both Microsoft PowerPoint and Microsoft Word based on tags
- Connect to new information sources, including a new Clinical Trials connector, connectors for chemRxiv and Google drives, as well as a beta for Company News
- Create best-in-class analytics for content usage reported via RightFind, including COUNTER data, as well as non-COUNTER reports
- Tailor search alerts to meet their unique needs
CCC helps companies manage vast amounts of published content and proprietary internal information and data. CCC has established a proven record of working with a wide range of companies, including content providers and technology partners, to unify data sources and make content more discoverable. The CCC team are experts in processing data from thousands of sources across a diverse set of industries.

ABOUT CCC

A pioneer in voluntary collective licensing, CCC is a leading information solutions provider to organizations around the world. With deep domain expertise in copyright, data quality and analytics, PIDs, and FAIR data principles, CCC works to advance copyright, accelerate knowledge, and power innovation. CCC and its subsidiary RightsDirect help organizations harness the power of data, AI, and machine learning and collaborate with stakeholders to design and deliver innovative information solutions that power decision-making by helping people integrate and navigate data sources and content assets.